
TOWER OF TREMORS

GENERAL INFORMATION

BACKGROUND: For centuries this lonely tower has 
stood  silent  and  still.  It's  metal  plating  reflecting 
vast wilderness around it. But now, it has started to 
operate again...

Large  metal  hatch  on  its  roof  has  opened.  Sun 
shining  inside  powering  the  weird  device.  The 
tremors  can  be  felt  in  the  next  village  60  miles 
away.  Some  of  the  tremors  have  been  so  strong 
they destroyed few buildings already.

You, adventurers, should go and see what is going 
on with this monolith, which has been so quiet for 
so long...

SURROUNDINGS: Wilderness  of  your  choice. 
Closest  village  is  60  miles  away,  so  the  general 
location of Tower Of Tremors is isolated.

OVERALL TOWER DESCRIPTION: Metal platings. 
Some  loose.  Cluttered  cords  behind  the  plates. 
Electric sparks here and there. Smells of metal, rust, 
ozone,  and  electricity.  Hum  can  be  heard;  varies 
from loud to hardly audible.

The  frame  of  the  tremor  machine  is  build  of 
different  pieces,  supportive,  mechanical,  and 
electrical. Imagine some H.R. Giger works of tubes 
and weird, and you are there!

MAP KEYS AND AREA DESCRIPTIONS

1. THE DOOR (outside):  Thick, made of unknown 
metal. Control panel of weird alien symbols (button 
bashing  has  1-in-8  chance  to  randomly  open the 
door  and  1-in-4  chance  to  electrocute  for  1d3+1 
damage,  save  for  half).  Can  be  forced  open  with 
combined  STR  of  30+.  A  crystal  above  the  door, 
50% change to blast  those who step in with 2d4 
damage + system shock (DEX related activities 5 or 
25% harder for 10 turns), Save to avoid.

2. THE LOBBY (1st floor): Only light source is from 
the outside through the opened door. Some metal 
plates  on  the  ceiling  are  loose,  tangled  chords 
visible.  Random  electric  sparks.  Hum  sound  loud 
from  underneath.  The  frame  can  be  bypassed  to 
section 3. Careless must roll under DEX or fall down 
to basement area of 4 or 5 (randomly determine) 
on the mounting of  the frame.  The fall  deals  3d6 
damage.

Elevators go up to second floor (area 8) and down 
to basement (area 4).

3. INNER LOBBY (1st floor): A closed metal door to 
sections 6 and 7. Elevators go to up to third level 
(area  11)  and  to  basement  (area  5).  Red  lights 
flicker. A skeleton with burnt equipment lays on the 
middle of the area. In the corner is a turret (Magic-
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Users think it's some kind of a mechanical lightning 
rod). The turret, when detached can shoot 3 blasts 
of  lightning (300 ft.,  2d8+2 DMG,  Save halves).  It 
shoots  whom  examines  the  skeleton.  Skeleton's 
equipment is unusable, but 350 gp can be salvaged.

When the door is approached, small bots around it 
start to move and operate the door to open.

4. BASEMENT i: The mounting of the frame. Crystal 
ball  size  of  a  pony  (weights  as  much,  too.  Value 
5,555 gp) blinking and showing data of operations. 
INT  15  or  higher  understands,  that  the  values 
increase showing, that the operations of the Tower 
are charging energy. Device is too complicated and 
secured to make a difference to its operations. The 
elevator goes up to area 2. The mounting cannot be 
bypassed to basement II.

5. BASEMENT ii: 20 small bots operate this side of 
the  mount.  They  are  unconcerned  of  those  who 
enter the area, unless one falls down on the mount 
(see  2)  or  bothers  them,  whereupon  they  attack 
anything in sight.

OPERATING BOTS

HD:  1+1,  AC  15,  #Attacks:  1  electrocution,  DMG:  
1d4+2 + Paralyze for rounds equal to damage (Save  
halves), Save F3, Alignment: Neutral

The mounting cannot be bypassed to basement I.

6.  STORAGE (1st floor):  Thick  metal  walls.  Faint 
blue light on the ceiling illuminating the area. Metal 
closets  with pads of  weird symbols.  INT 12+ can 
open,  or  random button bashing (25% change to 
open, 75% change to permanently seal).

In 2-8 closets there are items worth of salvaging. 
Roll random treasure tables of your favorite system 
to determine the types of the items inside of each 
closet. Give the items alien description, even though 
the mechanics are from a fantasy system.

7.  RESTING  AREA  (1st floor). Comfortable  seats, 
sofas, and some tables. Soothing lightning (Save or 
effect  of  Sleep  spell).  Calming  background  tunes 
(Save  or  must  Save  every  time  when  attending 
something  aggressive,  like  attacking,  inside  the 
tower complex).

8. BOT RECHARGE AND REPAIRS (2nd floor). No 
lights,  no  sounds.  In  the  middle  of  the  area  is  a 
pedestal, where bots have attached themselves on 
to  recharge  their  batteries.  The  pedestal  is  not 
operating and the bots are dead. One or two bots 
might twitch, but nothing more. The door is closed 
and the bots operating it  out of power.  The door 
can be forced open (combined STR of 20+ needed). 
If not cramped open, it will slam shut immediately 
when disengaged. If someone is in the doorway at 
that moment, he must Save or suffer 3d6 damage. If 
damage  is  higher  than  victims  CON/2,  loose 
random  limb  suffering  additional  1d6  damage. 
Disadvantages of loosing a limb are up to Referee.
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9.  ROBOT ROOM (2nd floor). Lots  of  mechanical 
and electrical devices, cords and tubes, attached to 
the center of the room, where on a pedestal a robot 
lays. The robot is humanoid in stature, but missing 
it's legs. The parts of the legs are scattered next to 
the pedestal. When the room is entered, the robot 
turns on and attacks the intruders. It cannot move 
away from the pedestal, though.

ROBOT

HD: 9,  AC:  13,  #Attacks:  2  Flamethrower (RNG 30  
ft.), Circular saw (close range), DMG: 2d8 + fire effect  
or 1d8+2, Save F10, Alignment: Neutral

Immune to spells and spell effects.

5d6 x 10 gp worth of salvage can be found in this 
room.

10. OPERATING ROOM (3rd floor):  This room can 
be accessed from area 11 bypassing the frame. An 
elevator leads up to 5th floor. Operating the control 
device is an alien. He tries his best to continue the 
terraforming of the realm, which was their original 
mission. Covered with a secret door is an elevator 
leading up to 4th floor (area 12).

ALIEN

HD:  3+3,  AC  12,  #Attacks:  2  mental  blasts  or  1  
control device, Save M-U 9, Alignment: Neutral

Immune to physical attacks (+ weapons do the trick)

Mental blasts (choose two to use per round):

• Blur: AC 18 next round

• Brain fry: Save or loose 1d6 INT and 1d3 WIS  
(both recover one point per 8 hrs rest)

• Charm: As spell

• Whisper: Save or do one thing alien mentally  
commands you to do (ie. attack friend, harm  
shelf, drop weapon, flee)

• Wipe:  Spell  casters  (M-U,  Cleric,  Elf  etc.)  
forget one memorized spell

Control device:

• Turret control: Turret from ceiling shoots one  
target, dealing 1d8+2 damage

• Electrocution:  Sparks  fly  from  the  device  
electrocuting  the  victim.  1d4  damage  +  as  
many rounds paralyzed, Save halves

• Summon  bots:  Summons  1d4  bots,  which  
attack intruders. For bot stats see section 5
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11.  CRYOGENIC  FREEZE  CHAMBER  (3rd floor). 
Within  this  room there  are  four  pods.  Two  pods 
have dead aliens inside, two are open. Next to other 
of the open pods lays a dead alien on the floor. It 
looks  like  it  struggled  for  a  while,  but  didn't 
survive.  Wet  alien  footprints  lead  to  section  10, 
past the frame.

12:  THE CRYSTAL i  (4th floor):  The  crystal  is  a 
massive,  dark gray,  artifact.  The hatch above it  is 
open.  Bots,  that  operate  it,  are  idle.  The  crystal 
collects  power  from  sunlight  and  the  frame 
transfers that energy down to the basement, to the 
mounting,  which  transforms  the  energy  into 
tremors.  The  frame  radiates  extreme  heat.  The 
crystal is cracked and the pieces can be collected. 
Total worth d6 x 1,000 gp.  The crystal pieces are 
excellent magical components, too. The crystal and 
the frame can be bypassed to area 13.

When  bypassing  to  area  13  the  bots  (number  of 
adventurers  x4)  from  the  roof  drop  down  and 
attack the  intruders  (for  the  stats  see  section  5). 
Take note that the section between areas 12 and 13 
is narrow and uncomfortable to fight for anything 
bigger  than bots.  Take  that  in  account  for  attack 
rolls etc. for adventurers. Also if bots deal 6 damage 
on one victim in one round, Save or fall down the 
frame. Roll 1d4 to determine how many floors the 
victim falls (1: to 3rd floor – 2: to 2nd floor – 3: to 1st 

floor – 4:  to basement);  also flip a coin to see in 
which  side  of  the  frame  the  victim  falls.  Falling 
damage is 2d4 x floors down. 

13: THE CRYSTAL ii (5th floor): The cracks on the 
crystal  in  this  side  are  so  bad,  that  it  can  be 
damaged  and  destroyed  with  mundane  weapons 
and  equipment.  Spells,  weapons,  anything  can 
damage it. As it is not hard to hit at all, automatic 
hits are allowed. Every time the crystal is hit,  the 
hitter must Save or:

1. Be blinded for 1d6 days

2. Suffer 1d3 damage from sharp shards

3. Loose 1 permanent point of CON from heat

4. Permanent -1 to DMG of weapon used

The crystal is destroyed, and the Tower Of Tremors 
deactivated after 50 points of damage is delivered. 
When the crystal finally shatters, it blasts into small 
shrapnels (Save or permanently blinded, loose 1d6 
con, 2d6+2 DMG). From the remainings,  5,000 gp 
worth of small gray crystals can be salvaged.

The  tower  starts  to  tremble  and  fall  down  into 
wreckage.  It  is  up to you,  Referee,  how hard you 
want the escape to be!

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

EXPLANATION: The  Tower  Of  Tremors  is  an 
ancient alien artifact, what was planted aeons ago 
inside a mountain. Something went wrong, and the 
aliens did not wake up from cryogenic freezing in 
time. Time passed, and erosion and other geological 
events ate the mountain around the tower.

Because of a random event, one alien woke up, and 
after diagnosing his fellow scientists didn't survive, 
started  the  original  mission:  to  terraform  this 
planet  (yes,  the  planet  your  players'  fantasy 
characters roam!). It is a slow process and without 
his fellow scientists' help and properly functioning 
devices.

Then the adventurers entered...

RANDOM LOOT:  Each room contains 3d6 x 10 gp 
worth of scrap. Scrap weights 10x more than gps.

Each  room  also  has  65%  change  to  have  1d3 
random  treasures  from  treasure  tables  of  your 
favorite fantasy system. Just remember to dress the 
items in alien aesthetics!
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